2017 President’s Pre-Game and Game Day Reminder List
Hi All,
Well the first game is around the corner! The following points are general reminders of items that will need to
be addressed shortly.
A) No later then the Wednesday prior to each game the opposing associations presidents should make
contact to confirm all is set for the game such as location of field, uniform colors, game times, parking,
etc. Do not wait until the last minute.
B) Pre-game player check-in: Picture verification of players prior to each game all levels. Print the Game
Day Check-In Process (Process change. Make sure give to your coaches) document posted to the
forms Hey Coaches area of the website. If there is a discrepancy the matter should be brought to the
attention of the presidents or board member designee. At this level, it is hoped that the matter will be
rectified if not the associations director should be called. As a safety matter, we also require coaches to
inspect their player’s cleats prior to every game to ensure no metal is being used or exposed and proper
equipment is in use.
C) Game Times and Order – refer to the NHYFSC Constitution, pg 25, Rules & Regulation, Section VI
Scheduling: Game Time. Based on the vote of 8-16-17, Any association with 4 or less teams have the
option to start their games at 9am. This information must be communicated to the NHYFSC by 5:00
p.m. Sunday, 8-20-17. Game order remains the same. If an association is missing a level(s), such as it
does not have 9u or 10u then all games starting time move up accordingly to insure there is not any
“dead” time to the day’s schedule. Flag games will be scheduled at fields with less than 5 teams. Start
time will be 8am with tackle games starting at 9am
D) The reporting of scores are to be submitted by both associations to the league secretary by 8:00pm
Sunday. If a game is played on a Saturday it may be included in the Sunday report. Call 432-9110 to
report the scores. Scores can also be emailed to secretary@nhyfsc.org When calling or emailing please
identify, level of play, your associations score, your opponents score. (ie: 12U, Your Association 12,
Their Association 6)
E) All teams are required to have MPR’s. All MPR’ sheets must be 2 sided with the MPR and Lopsided
rules on the back. Each Association President is responsible for sending the signed MPR sheets to
his/her State Director within five (5) days after a request has been made to confirm MPR compliance for
the preceding game.
F) If an association hosts two teams not affiliated with their program on their field the cost for football
officials and EMT’s is the responsibility of the two visiting teams. Payment for the officials and EMT
should be made to the host field the day of the hosted game. The visiting teams are also responsible for
the chain gang and MPR people for their games.
G) EMT’s or CAT (Certified Athletic Trainer) are required for all games. Tackle games may not start
without an EMT or CAT on site, NO EXCEPTIONS.
H) Any injuries either during practices or games should be reported via an Injury Report form to the
association president within 24 hours of the injury. This form is available in the documents section of
the site in the public documents area. Copies should be made and placed in all team books. Also send a
copy of the injury report to Bob Schiavoni at saabguy@comcast.net
I) Cheer squads are allowed to stunt on the sideline when the ball is not in play, (ie: time-outs, in between
plays, offense/defense switch). Stunting must be done on appropriate surfaces.
Enjoy the season!!
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